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	Name of the Program: Master in Advanced Architecture MAA02
	Title of your project: Geo-mimic Form-finding [for the growth of saxicolous moss species]
	Abstract of the project: For a long time the interest of the advanced architecture research and practice has been biological. Starting from Stan Allen’s definition of architecture being “situated between the biological and the geological - slower than living beings but faster than the underlying geology” this research attempts to bring this analogy into practice. The focus is on the experimentation on methods to extract a form-finding logic from geological phenomena, in order to apply it for architectural purposes with the intention of facilitating biological growth on the forms proposed. Pahoehoe lava flow is the source of information for the proposal, providing a hybrid solution of a parametric architectural drawing technique, where the parts created help designer to draw and modify components by making minimum changes on his drawing. The species chosen to be grown on the components are the saxicolous mosses, since they do not require soil to grow. Fifty mediterranean species are selected. Their minimum and maximum heights, their sun and shade preferences, and their colonisation patterns set the parameters of the pahoehoe lava informed forms’ ripple gaps. As a contribute to the landscape urbanism theory, the components created are placed on the topography, preventing flooding thanks to moss’s capacity.
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